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Count Day Clean Up Checklist 

☐  Run the Illuminate Error Report for your district and clean up as many errors as 
possible 

☐  Run the Reports within Illuminate 
☐  Count Day Clean Up Primary Educational Setting/FTE Type 

☐  Verify the Primary Educational Settings by age and type 
☐  Verify the FTE Type by age and type 

☐  Count Day Clean Up Initial IEPs 
☐  Verify that the information in this report is for the current count period 

(since when a student has a second initial IEP the old information 
remains in there unless changed) 

☐  Count Day Clean Up Initial IEP Early On Transition Timeliness 
☐  Verify that the Early On Transition Timeliness has been filled out for 

the students that are Residents of your district transitioning from Part 
C to B 

☐  Count Day Clean Up Out of State Permission for Placement/Student Status 
☐  Verify the students that are on a permission to place from out of state 

on count day that have not yet had their Initial IEP completed in state 
are being reported with Initial Timeliness code 22-Child moved from 
another state with an IEP and Result is 1-Student was found eligible 

☐  Run the MSDS Extract from Illuminate 
☐  Export to Excel/Sort Columns to find data errors 

☐  Is NonResident should only be 1 if placed in your district by another 
district IEP 

☐  If there is an Assessment Tool then the EC Assess box in PowerSchool 
should be checked 

☐  Parental Consent if not ‘None’ has an Initial IEP 
☐  Special Education Exit Reason if not ‘None’ exited SpEd in the current 

count period (Can be used after certification to uncheck SpecEd flag in 
PowerSchool) 

☐  Create different Sheets as desired to double check for accurate data 

☐  Verify Spec Ed box within PowerSchool is checked for all students that you are 
reporting the Special Education component on (Note: it does not need to be checked 
to include the Initial IEP Component so any student found ineligible by their Initial IEP 
does not need their box checked). Berrien County supported districts have a report 
under System Reports > sqlReports > Special Ed Report-Detail that can be sorted to 
see whose boxes are checked for Exclude from MSDS as well as whose SpEd box is 
checked (start date should be 1 year prior to current count date and End Date should 
be current count date). 

☐  Run Search in PowerSchool (/S_MI_STU_GC_X.seFAPEDate>2/8/2017 
;S_MI_STU_GC_X.seInitialResultDate= ) where the date is the previous count day 
(in this example 2/8/2017) to fill in the Determination date. Berrien County supported 
districts have a report under sqlReports > Special Ed Initial IEP report (start date 
should be day after last count day and end date should be current count date). 

☐  If running Worksheets through PowerSchool be sure to fill in the Special education 
instructor for each student within PowerSchool (Staff members have to be set up 
under their Information as a Special Education Instructor and their Program 
Assignment must be selected) 

☐  Run Worksheets to have teachers sign and verify caseloads/FTEs (compare Illuminate Worksheets to PowerSchool 
Worksheets if running in both programs) 
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It is important to remember that between count periods errors need to be cleaned up in the Current side of 
illuminate because it will be migrated nightly through the data pulls into the MSDS side. After the last data pull 
during a count period (typically done at 10 p.m. on count day in Berrien County) you must clean up errors in 
both the Current side as well as the MSDS side since the MSDS side (time capsule from count day) is what will 
upload to your PowerSchool and the Current side must be kept current. 

Running an Error Report 

Go to the Student tab, select Special Ed Extract 

Select your Site (i.e. BENTON HARBOR CHARTER DISTRICT) from the drop down menu: 
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Select Yes for Error Report and then click the Submit button at the bottom: 

Errors Caught by Illuminate 

When disability is ECDD and Child is 8 years or older: 

When IEP is not current (Field 38) 

When initial IEP was held and Student Status was not filled in (Field 39) 

When the FTE is greater than 0.00 and there is no program code (Field 40) 

When student has enrollment and disability with no programs/services (Field 42/43) 

When students primary ed setting does not fit their age (Field 44): 
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Where to Look to Find Why Errors Exist and How to Fix Them 

By holding down on the CTRL button on your PC or Command on a MAC you can click on the blue link 
following the Error information to open the Error in a new tab. WARNING: The link takes you to the MSDS side 
so you will need to change into the Current side to correct the error between count periods and fix it in both 
during a count period (count day and MSDS certification). There will also be a red Note at the top of the screen 
to let you know you are in MSDS: 

Under the Students tab/Student Primary Disability View you can view the student’s previous and current 
disabilities. 

The disability without an End Date would be the current disability and this comes from the IEP. Therefore to 
change a students’ disability from ECDD to another disability in order to fix this error a new REED/IEP should 
be held changing their eligibility. This technically needs to happen prior to the student’s 8th birthday, so ideally 
you will never receive this error. 

In this example we can see that the student’s disability was changed through an IEP on 3/18/2014 but 
unfortunately the child’s birth date was 2/15/2005 making the change of eligibility too late since it needed to be 
held prior to the 8th birthday. This would go to the state as an error in this case, it is not possible to ‘clean up’. 
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Under the Students tab/Important Dates you can view the student’s ‘Date of Current Individualized Education 
Plan’: 
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If that date is incorrect, you need to look under the Special Ed tab/IEP Details and see if one has been 
published since then and if it has the date should have come through.  

In this instance it did not come through because the count date was 2/12/2014 and the IEP was not held until 
3/7/2014. Therefore, in this instance the new IEP date would not go to the state in that count period and is not 
possible to ‘clean up’. 

If an IEP meeting had not been held, another place to look is under the Special Ed tab/Permission to Place and 
see if one has been added.  
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If it has for your district, click on the magnifying glass to view what has been entered: 

Check what was entered as the Current IEP Date under the Important Dates section.  

This is the date that uploads under the Students tab/Important Dates and if it is inaccurate on the permission to 
place, you can correct it under the Students tab/Important Dates. If it is correct or if a Permission to Place was 
not done then this would go to the state as an error and is not possible to ‘clean up’ 
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If you receive this error then the Primary Disability would have had to have been manually entered under the 
Students tab/Student Primary Disability View and no IEP Date entered under the Important Dates. If you 
receive this error you will have to find paperwork to support the disability and then enter the current IEP Date 
under the Important Dates in the field for Date of Current Individualized Education Plan (IEP). 

 You’ll receive this error when an initial IEP is held and the initial IEP information is not filled out under Student 
Status. These are manual fields and may not have been entered at the time of the IEP and therefore frequently 
come up. Under the Students tab>Student Status you can view the student’s initial IEP information. 

In order to change the Fields you will have to click on Student Status Edit above the students’ information: 
WARNING: Make sure you are working under the correct District if the child has had enrollment at more than one: 

Field 39a 

Field 39b 
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 You will have to look in the REED at the Key Dates section to see what the Original Thirty (30) Day Target 
Date is as well as if there are any extensions for this student: 

If there is no REED then you will need to follow up with staff and make sure they’ve completed one and make 
sure they enter it into the system. 

If the REED Status is still Open you will want to follow up with staff to have them close it since it is the 
supporting documentation for the IEP that was published making the child eligible or not eligible for special 
education. 
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 You can click the View option to go into the REED and then go to the Key Data tab to view the Original Thirty 
(30) Day Target Date and see if any extensions were added: 

Once you find the date that the IEP is due by (30 day target or latest extension date if there is one), you need 
to go to the IEP Details to see if it was published on or before that day: 

In this case the 30 Day Target Date was 4/7/2014 and the IEP was published on 3/26/2014 so it was held in 
time. Now you can go back to the student status and fill out the Parental Consent: 

Check to see if any have been entered because it 
will affect your selection for Parental Consent if so. 
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In this particular case you would select IEP completed within 30 school days because it was published prior to 
the Original 30 Day Target timeline date.  
If there had been extension dates on the Key Dates page within the REED and the IEP was held on or before 
those due dates you could then select the second option of IEP Completed within written extension timeline. 
If the IEP was not completed in a timely manner you would need to follow up with staff to find out why it was 
not timely and select the proper choice. If the IEP had not been completed at all then you would choose the 
proper selection for that as well. Use “Child moved into Michigan from another state with a Current IEP” if the 
IEP from the previous state was implemented while conducting a review of the existing evaluation or convening 
an IEP team meeting within 30 school days and the student is found eligible. Date of Parental Consent is not 
required to report an initial IEP component for an out of state move-in. 

To find out the result of the initial IEP you can go to the IEP itself and view it or you can go under the Students 
tab to Student Primary Disability View to see whether the child qualified or not: 
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In this case a Primary Disability is listed with a Start Date of the publish date of the IEP, therefore you know the 
student was found eligible. If there was no Primary Disability listed you would know that they were found 
ineligible. Another way to tell if the child was found eligible is by the Publish and End Date of the IEP within the 
IEP Details. If the child was found ineligible both dates would be the same. 

Now you can go back to the Student Status page and enter the IEP Result (Field 39b): 

In this case I’m selecting “Student was evaluated and found eligible.” If there had been no disability you would 
have selected “Student was evaluated and found not eligible” and had the IEP been closed as Incomplete: 
parent/adult student refused services or there was a parent revocation entered, you would then select “Student 
found eligible, services refused”. 

Also, if the IEP was not completed in a timely manner, you would need to fill in the Number of Days Past 
Consent/Extension Date. This is the number of calendar days NOT school days if it is not timely: 

Number of calendar days NOT school days 
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If the child is transitioning from Early On, it is imperative that you fill in the Early On Transition Timeliness if you 
are the Resident District for the student and are reporting the Initial IEP component.  
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If you receive this error it is because under the Student FTE Details the student has a special education FTE 
greater than 0 and under the Student Program Code Details there is not a program during that time with your 
district: 

In this case the program ended on 9/3/2013 but the child is in a homebound/hospitalized setting so they should 
receive a full FTE. A program does need to be reported during that time so an Amendment should be done to 
add the program for the student as of the date that they began receiving homebound/hospitalized services. 
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If you receive this error it is because under the Student’s Primary Disability the student has a Primary Disability 
during a time when the student was enrolled in your district and there were no programs/services being 
offered. This could be for a number of different reasons… 

Reason #1: The student moved into your district and no Permission to Place was completed.  
In this case the student had an IEP in one district (Benton Harbor in this screenshot): 

Is now enrolled in your district (Benton Harbor Charter District in this screenshot): 
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And has no permission to place for your district beginning on the date of enrollment (Benton Harbor Charter 
District in this screenshot): 

Even if a permission to place had been added under Benton Harbor Charter District, it would still be important 
to make sure that the Effective Date matched the Entry Date for Benton Harbor Charter from under the 
Enrollment History as long as programs/services were provided from that date on. 

Reason #2: The programs/services from the current IEP came to an end but enrollment is still current at your 
district: 
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You can look at the current IEP to see why the programs/services would have come to an end. In the IEP 
Details you can see the End Date of the IEP in this case is 12/10/2014, so now you need to View it to see why 
they’ve ended: 
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Here you can see that the Program/Services were written to begin on the IEP Start Date and Duration Date is 
the IEP End Date: 
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Therefore you need to continue to look…was a permission to place done on this student? In this case there 
was: 

 You need to view it to see why it may have ended programs/services on 2/6/2014: 

In viewing the process you can see that the district selected ‘No’ to whether they wanted to ‘Use IEP from 
previous district’ and therefore it has them enter a Thirty Day Target Date to hold a new IEP by. They have 
entered that date as 2/6/2014 making programs/services in this permission to place end on that date because 
a new IEP should be held by then and one was not held. Therefore this is an overdue IEP and is truly an error. 

Reason #3: The student may have dual enrollment and only receiving general education from your district: 

Click on the 
magnifying glass 
to view process 
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If that is the case, you can fix this ‘error’ by excluding this student from your MSDS Extract by going to the 
Students tab and selecting Student FTE Details under the MSDS side: 
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Reason #4: Student’s IEP is over a year old. This error cannot be fixed. 

Reason #5: A student may have moved into your district and then parent/adult student revoked 
programs/services. There cannot be a time gap where programs/services were not being offered during 
eligibility. If the student is new to your district a permission to place has to be done prior to the revocation of 
programs/services otherwise there is technically nothing in your district to revoke. 

Reason # 6: A student may have an overdue IEP and then the student was found ineligible. During the time 
the IEP was overdue, there were no programs/services in the system. 

Under the Students tab/Student Demographics you can view the student’s Instructional Setting. 
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In this instance the student is over the age of 2 so the setting needs to be changed to the appropriate setting 
for their now age ‘Children ages 3-5’: 

The default is to ‘Automatically Calculated’ which would go to a setting for a child age 6-26. Therefore if the 
child is under the age of 6 you have to look at the child’s age and decide which setting would be appropriate 
under their correct age category. 

Once the student reaches the age of 6 they can no longer have an instructional setting code in the ‘Children 
ages 3-5’ category so typically you would change these to be ‘Automatically Calculated’ based on their IEP 
unless you have them in a specific setting (i.e. 02: Special Education School Building) 

Illuminate cannot catch ALL errors and therefore it is important to look at your data in order to validate that it is 
correct. Be mindful of students that have different FTE Types (i.e. 3-5 Program, Homebound/Hospitalized, 
Reduced FTE, etc.), Primary Ed Setting Codes that may be within age range but are different (i.e. 07-
Parentally Placed in Private School or Home School at Private/Parent Expense), and Placed by Another 
District IEP. Please use the Count Day Clean Up Primary Educational Setting Report to verify your Primary Ed 
Settings that may not be errors by age, but still inappropriate based on where the students’ educational setting 
really is. 

The 
appropriate 
settings for age 
3-5 year olds 
are circled here  
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Running Worksheet AB 
 
One way to verify data is by running your Worksheet AB reports and having teachers verify their validity 
(students, programs & FTE’s). 
 
Under the Students tab there is an option under MSDS for Worksheet AB: 

 
 
 
When you select Worksheet AB some options come up on your screen.  

 
Section 52 is a Worksheet B and where most of your students will be found. Section 53 would be any out of 
county court placed students that would have to be marked as such under the Student Demographics screen. 
Also, you can run your Worksheet B’s by selecting your district as the Site, but just a word of warning if you 
have a teacher that teaches at more than one building the building that will print at the top of the Worksheet will 
be based on the first student that shows on the list. If you have teachers that teach at more than one building it 
is suggested to run your worksheets by building instead of for the entire district. Once you select your Site, you 
click Load to run the worksheets and open them in Adobe. 
 
Also, if a student receives special education from more than one teacher the student will show on both 
teachers’ worksheets but unfortunately the general education FTE will show on both worksheets as well. 
Therefore you will have to manually cross out the general education FTE and put in the appropriate FTE on the 
main special education teachers’ worksheet.  
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Finally, if you are missing a student on the Worksheets, the first place I suggest checking is under the Students 
tab > MSDS > Student FTE Details: 

Click here to exclude this student from counts: 

Verify that the student is not excluded from your district: 
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Running the MSDS Extract 

Very much like running the Error Report go to the Students tab, select MSDS Extract 

Select your Site (i.e. BENTON HARBOR CHARTER DISTRICT) from the drop down menu: 

Instead of selecting Yes for Error Report you will leave all other fields as they are and click the Submit button 
at the bottom of the screen to get the entire file. You can then click on the Excel icon to open the file in Excel 
and sort by specific columns to verify data: 
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For instance, you can sort by Is Nonresident and any students with a 1 in that column should be your students 
placed in district by another district IEP. If they’re not, then you want to change that under Student 
Demographics. 

If there is anything on a student in the Assessment Tool column, be sure the EC 3-5 Assess tab in 
PowerSchool is checked so that the assessment is included in your state reporting for the current count period. 

This is also another place where you are able to verify your district’s FTE’s, Primary Ed Settings, etc.  
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FTE Type 

FTE Types directly affect how the student's FTE is calculated based on state mandated minimum/maximums 
and programs/services that the student is receiving. 

3-5 Program – This option is for 3-5 year old students not attending general education. This applies to 
students receiving ECDD programming and is based on the pupil accounting manual requirement of 450 hours 
for a full FTE and the state minimum 360 building clock hours for a .8 FTE which is considered full time. If 
selected for 3-5 year olds not in an ECDD program it will 0 out FTE’s as well so that the general education FTE 
is not claimed. 

Birth to 2 – This option should be selected for students enrolled in or receiving programs related to Birth to 2 
programs (a.k.a. Early On/Child Find). This scenario is designed to be for the student who will receive services 
within the home by the Birth to 2 team as well as students who are ages Birth to 2 receiving programming in a 
district building. Birth to 2 FTE is based on the state minimum 72 clock hours for a school year. 

Early On Part A – This creates a full 1.0 SpEd FTE and 0 Gen Ed FTE. 

Homebound/Hospitalized – This option will be used by any student that meets the Homebound/Hospitalized 
requirements. Homebound/Hospitialized FTE generates a 1.0 FTE based on the 2 hour/week requirement. 

Manual – This option will be used for any scenario that DOES NOT fit into any of the other nine (9) categories. 
The Manual FTE Type should ONLY be used in special circumstances. Should an extenuating circumstance 
arise, by selecting Manual the user will be prompted to manually enter information into each of the FTE fields 
so that an FTE can be calculated appropriately. 

Reduced FTE – The option will be used by any student whose IEP has determined that the student needs a 
reduced day for any reason or for a shared student between two districts. For example, a student who cannot 
attend a full day of school due to medical needs, discipline issues, or another reason as well as a student 
transitioning back to a local from a county program will require a Reduced FTE. When this option is selected 
the user will be prompted to enter the number of general education hours at each school they are enrolled in to 
properly calculate the FTE. If a student is a general education student at one of those schools, they currently 
have to ‘exclude’ that student from counts so that their Illuminate data does not override the Gen Ed FTE within 
their SIS. 

Services Only – This option is used when a child is only receiving services and their full FTE should be 
claimed under Gen Ed. It 0’s out the SpEd FTE and generates a 1.0 Gen Ed FTE. 

Special Education Only – This option is used when a child is only receiving special education and no general 
education FTE is to be claimed. It uses the actual hours from within the IEP program to determine the SpEd 
FTE and 0’s out the Gen Ed FTE. 

Standard – This option applies to the majority of students. Standard FTE applies to a student attending a full 
day of school and is based on the actual hours from within the program(s) on an IEP, Instructional Weeks and 
Total Building Clock Hours from within the Site Management. (Formula is Actual Hours from within IEP 
multiplied by Instructional Weeks and then divided by Total Building Clock Hours for FTE, the remainder 
adding up to 1 goes to Gen FTE) 

Zero FTE – This option zero’s out both the SpEd FTE and Gen Ed FTE. 
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Primary Educational Setting (see pg 438 of MSDS Collection Details Manual for more details) 

The Primary Educational Setting based on the MSDS Component Matrix requirement and within Illuminate is 
determined based on the numbers of hours away from his/her non-disabled peers for their program placement 
from the IEP.  

11 Inside the Gen Ed Classroom 80% or more 

12 Inside the Gen Ed Classroom 40% - 79% of school day 

13 Inside the Gen Ed Classroom less than 40% of school day 

If your district has students that are not age 6-26 or that don’t fall into these three categories, the Primary 
Educational Setting needs to be manually set within the system. 

Other appropriate codes for age 6-26 include: 
02 Public or Private Special Education School Building at Public Expense 

03 Public or Private Residential Facility at Public Expense 

05 Correctional Facility 

06 Homebound/Hospitalized 

07 Parentally Placed in Private School or Home School at Private/Parent Expense 

Appropriate codes for age 3-5 include: 
22 Early Childhood Special Education Program 

23 Home 

25 Residential Facility 

26 Separate School 

27 Service Provider Location 

46 Regular EC program at least 10 hrs/wk, majority of SE hrs. in EC program (A1) 

47 Regular EC program at least 10 hrs/wk, majority of SE hrs. in other location (A2) 

48 Regular EC program less than 10 hrs/wk, majority of SE hrs. in EC program (B1) 

49 Regular EC program less than 10 hrs/wk, majority of SE hrs. in other location (B2) 

Appropriate codes for age Birth – 2 include: 
31 Home 

38 Other Setting 

41 Community-Based Setting 
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Student Status 
Check ALL Initial IEPs within the count period to verify Student Status is complete. 

Reports > My Reports > Count Day Clean Up Initial IEPs 

If logged in at the district level you should see the information filled in, if not, fill it in and even if it is filled in 
verify that it is for their current initial IEP since previous Student Status information remains even when they 
have a new initial IEP. 

Reports > My Reports > Count Day Clean Up Initial IEP Early On Transition Timeliness 

If logged in at the district level you should see the Transition Timeliness filled in for the students that have your 
district listed as the REED Site. If not, fill in that information and be sure to enter it within your SIS 
(PowerSchool) as well. 

IEP Placed 
Run the MSDS Extract and sort by the Is Nonresident column. Verify that all students showing a 1 in that 
column have been placed into your district by another district IEP. If not, change the Placed by Another District 
IEP from Yes to No under the Student Demographics within Illuminate. 

MSDS Excluded 
Once a student has been manually excluded from your district’s MSDS Extract they have to be manually 
changed back to “No” for the Exclude student from district count in order to be re-included. Students receiving 
programs would not show on your Worksheet AB so they are easier to find, but students receiving services 
only would be missing from your MSDS Extract file which is why it is important to verify it with caseloads.  
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PowerSchool 
In PowerSchool there are a few things that have to manually be done for accuracy of reporting information.  

The first thing is the checking of the Spec Ed tab for all students that have special education information to 
report for the current count period: 

The only students that do not need to be checked are the students that had an initial IEP but did not qualify 
because that information will pull even if the box is not checked. You will also want to be sure to leave the 
students that were found ineligible or had a revocation during the current count period checked until after the 
count has been uploaded to MSDS and certified. After all corrections have been made within illuminate you 
can compare the MSDS Extract file by sorting it alphabetically by last name to compare to search in 
PowerSchool if Sped box is checked (/S_MI_STU_GC_X.flagSpecEd=1) 

You can do a search of /S_MI_STU_GC_X.flagSpecEd=1;S_MI_STU_GC_X.seExitDate#  to find any students 
that have an exit date from special education and uncheck their boxes in they were found ineligible in the prior 
count period. I suggest doing these one by one rather than in mass to double check the exit dates. 

The second thing is the Determination date does not currently migrate from illuminate to PowerSchool in the 
nightly uploads so on the start page in PowerSchool you’ll want to use the search of 
/S_MI_STU_GC_X.seInitialResultDate= ;S_MI_STU_GC_X.seFAPEDate#  this will give you all students that 
have the Initial IEP FAPE date filled in but not the Determination date. 

You can then copy the Initial FAPE date and paste it into the Determination date field. 

  

javascript:ads($j('#fieldlist_inf').val(),'S_MI_STU_GC_X.flagSpecEd',$j('#fieldlist_op').val());
javascript:ads($j('#fieldlist_inf').val(),'S_MI_STU_GC_X.flagSpecEd',$j('#fieldlist_op').val());
javascript:ads($j('#fieldlist_inf').val(),'S_MI_STU_GC_X.seExitDate',$j('#fieldlist_op').val());
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Be sure to click Submit at the bottom of the screen to save your changes. 

In order for the Early Childhood Assessment information to be reported to the state you will need to check the 
Early Child Special Ed Assessment box on the EC Assess tab in PowerSchool: 

Be sure to click Submit at the bottom of the screen to save your changes. 

You will also have to clear out any checked boxes after the count has been submitted for students that do not 
have an Early Childhood Assessment to report in the next count period. You can do this the day after the count 
has been certified by going into PowerSchool and using the search criteria /S_MI_STU_GC_X.flagECAssess=1; 
S_MI_STU_GC_X.ecaTool1=  
You’ll then have your selection of students and can change them one by one, or use the Student Field Value 
group function and put in S_MI_STU_GC_X.flagECAssess as the Field To Change and the New Field Value of 
0. This will uncheck that box for all of the selected students at once. 

Copy this data 

Paste here 

  

javascript:ads($j('#fieldlist_inf').val(),'S_MI_STU_GC_X.flagECAssess',$j('#fieldlist_op').val());
javascript:ads($j('#fieldlist_inf').val(),'S_MI_STU_GC_X.ecaTool1',$j('#fieldlist_op').val());
javascript:ads($j('#fieldlist_inf').val(),'S_MI_STU_GC_X.flagECAssess',$j('#fieldlist_op').val());
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Finally, the ‘Special education instructor’, ‘Instructor alternate program assignment’ as well as ‘Weekly special 
education hours’ and minutes do not upload from illuminate to PowerSchool. Therefore, if you wish to run 
Worksheet B’s in PowerSchool you will manually need to enter at least the ‘Special education instructor’ in 
order for them to run.  

In order to select your district staff on the students’ Spec Ed tab, your districts’ special education teachers must 
to be set up under Staff > Information > MI State Report Information to show Yes that they are a Special 
Education Instructor as well as their Program type selected directly beneath: 
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Manual Field “Quick List” 

The IEP/Service Plan/IFSP within Illuminate generate most data themselves. However, these are the fields that 
may or may not need to be adjusted MANUALLY within the systems: 
 
Manually entered fields within Illuminate include: 

• Student Status (Initial IEPs) 
• FTE Type (if different than Standard) 
• FTE Information (whether placed by another district or not & Section 52 or 53 FTE) 
• Primary Ed Setting (if not automatically calculated between ages 6-26) 

 
Manually entered fields within PowerSchool include: 

• SpEd flag on Spec Ed tab 
• Determination Date (copy from Initial FAPE date) 
• Additional disability code (only for legally blind and/or deaf students) 
• Special education instructor (only if running Worksheet B's from PowerSchool) 
• EC SpEd Assess flag on EC Assess tab (for students 3-5 with entry/exit assessments) 

 
Until it is ‘fixed’ within Illuminate, the Initial IEP Component on move-ins from out of state need to be entered 
as well (Parent consent date can be left blank, the Determination date and Initial FAPE date should be the date 
of parental consent from the REED, Timeliness should be code (22) Child moved from another state with an 
IEP and Result should be (1) Student was found eligible) 

Helpful searches within PowerSchool 

/DOB>6/30/2011;S_MI_STU_GC_X.FTE>0 (where date is 6 years prior to current count date to 
find any children under age 5 who have greater than a 0 Gen Ed FTE) – In illuminate 
change FTE Type to 3-5 Type 

/S_MI_STU_GC_X.residentMembership=04;S_MI_STU_GC_X.sePriSetting#07;S_MI_STU_
GC_X.flagSpecEd=1;ExitDate>2/8/2017 (where the date is the previous count date and 
changing the Membership value between 04, 07, 08 & 15) – In illuminate under Student 
Demographics change the Instructional Setting to 07 and verify that the FTE Type is correct 
(Special Ed only or if providing some Gen Ed – Reduced FTE) 

/S_MI_STU_GC_X.residentMembership=14;S_MI_STU_GC_X.sePriSetting=07; 
S_MI_STU_GC_X.flagSpecEd=1;ExitDate>2/8/2017 (where the date is the previous count 
date) – In illuminate under Student Demographics change the Instructional Setting to 
Automatically Calculate and verify that the FTE Type is correct (typically Standard) 
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